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Information Pack: for people caring for someone living with dementia 
during the coronavirus outbreak.  

This pack covers the following information:  

 Introduction, Page 2.                                                                            
Supporting someone living with dementia during the coronavirus 
outbreak, coronavirus and the news.  

 Tips on a non-confrontational approach, Page 5.                                  
Finding a sense of purpose, understanding our worrying thoughts. 

 Manging distress, Page 9.                                                                                                                           
Relaxation techniques, creating a self soothe box.  

 Activities, Page 12.                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Activities you can do together, sticking to a routine.  

 Understanding common causes of distress for someone living with dementia and some tips to help, Page 13.  

 Extra sources, Page 17.                                                                                                                                                                                              
Support services, remembering to wash your hands, positive practical action to take, mood diaries, gratitude journal, daily planner, 
sleep hygiene, how to video call your friends and family.                                                                                                                                         
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The current outbreak of coronavirus in the UK has led to the government recommending that certain 
populations and individuals enter a period of self-isolation and that we all adopt a practice of ‘social 
distancing’. It is important that we all follow the government’s advice. Coronavirus can also be known as 
COVID-19, in this document we will be using the term coronavirus. 

If you are caring for someone living with dementia you may no longer have access to your normal support 
systems. It is important that you remember to look after yourself during this time, not only so you can 
continue to care for your loved one, but also because you deserve to be well 
and cared for yourself.   

It is normal to find this time worrying or stressful. It is important to 
acknowledge the impact this is going to have on the person you care for. 
They may pick up on signs of distress but may find it difficult to remember 
why things are different. We hope some of the resources and guidance 
presented here can help during this period.  

 

 

This pack was created March 2020 following the current guidance at the time. 
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Adapted from Alzhiemer’s Society www.alzhiemers.org.uk 

There are some things you can do to help prevent the person you are caring for from catching any viruses. If you 
need to stay at home (self-isolate), there are also other ways to support the person with dementia.  
 
 Check that they have hand wash and hand sanitiser available – maybe singing a song with them can 

encourage the person to wash their hands for the right amount of time. Make sure that any essential 
carers know to make use of sanitiser too, 

 Clean things that are handled a lot, such as remote controls, door handles and taps,                                                                                                        
 If the person or their primary carer is self-isolating, you might help out with practical tasks. The person 

might need shopping dropped off, medicine collected or some library books left outside the door for them 
– ask how you can help. Many communities are also forming groups of volunteers to offer this kind of 
help, 

 Make sure the person has all the medication they need. You can speak to a GP or local pharmacist to make 
sure they will have a supply. Keep checking in to make sure they are continuing to take the right 
medication, 

 Check that they have a plan of what to do if they do get unwell – provide the number(s) to call 
prominently displayed, 

 If the person is going to be indoors for a while, encourage them to stay active and consider gentle 
exercises. Try to make sure they have activities that they can engage in at home as well;  
reading, magazines, jigsaws, music, knitting, their favourite TV/radio programmes available,  

 Keep in touch by phone, post, email or Skype. They may be anxious about the situation, 
  Tell the person that you’re thinking of them and encourage others to do so as well.  

 
The Alzheimer Society  
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There are two main things you can do to help with 
this:  

1. Limit how much news you consume! 

 Try and limit how often you check the 
news, maybe set a yourself a goal of 
listening/watching/reading twice per day 
and no more. 

 Set a specific time of day to check, once in 
the morning and once in the evening should 
be enough. 

 

2. Make sure the news you read is accurate.  

You can access safe and accurate news by following these tips: 
Ask yourself: 

 Has the story been reported anywhere else? Is it on the radio, TV or in the 
newspapers? 

 Are the supporting sources reliable? Reliable news sources include; Public Health 
Wales, the NHS and UK government websites, World Health Organisation (WHO), the 
BBC.  

 Have you heard of the organisation that published the story? Are they known and 
trusted? 

 Does the story sound believable? Do the photos and videos look realistic? 

 Is the date on the article current, or is it from a different day, month or year? 

 Is the website address normal? (e.g. ending in .co.uk or .com) 

 Have I read the whole article, and is the title misleading or exaggerated? 
 

Coronavirus and the News: Adapted from the BBC 

It might feel like you cannot escape news about the coronavirus on the television, radio, papers and the internet. While it is important to stay 
informed about what is going on, it is easy to get overwhelmed. 

 

 

 

 

If the answer to any of these questions is 'no', you might want to check it out a bit more, before spreading the word. Less reliable news sources 
include; posts on social media, including Facebook and Whatsapp, texts that ask you to forward them on to others.  
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Non-confrontational Approach 

Some types of dementia can impact a person’s timeline and their memory. For these people, a good example might be a person feeling 
they are existing in a different time period of their life. They may believe that they are younger and still live at home with their parents, 
or that they have small children who they need to care for. 

 In that moment, this is the person’s reality and it feels real to that person. Disputing the person’s reality can sometimes lead to 
confusion, anxiety and distress, and can then lead to conflict. 

 
A person living with dementia may find it difficult to understand concepts and information they are told. For example, they may not 
fully appreciate the risks associated with coronavirus, even though you keep repeating this. Again, trying to continuously communicate 
this to a person may cause conflict. 
 
It is helpful to adopt a non-confrontational approach; 

 Keep calm and use a calm voice (a person may be more sensitive to the emotional content of speech), 

 Try to calm the person if they become distressed, 

 Be prepared to repeat information – avoid stating “I just told you that”, it is not the person’s fault that they cannot remember, 

 Don’t argue and disagree with the person. Accept, rather than contradict, 

 Avoid trying to argue or state facts – For example, imagine how you would react if someone told you that your parents have 
died. For the person living with dementia, it might be like hearing this for the first time, 

 Empathise with the person’s emotions and distress, understand what their concerns are, validate these and reflect back to the 
person that you understand how they feel, 

 Don’t bombard the person with questions, this will just increase their anxiety, 
instead listen, 

 Give information in a simple format - dementia can affect a person’s language 
skills and understanding information can be more difficult as the condition 
progresses, 

 Give instructions one at a time, ideally with a visual cue. Let the person 
complete each step before giving them a further instruction. A full size version 
of this image is included in the pack.  
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Think about what the person’s unmet need is. 
 

 Are they requiring stimulation? 

 Do they feel they need to do something? (go to work, pick up their children from school). 
 
Aim to meet the need. 
  

 If the person is saying they need to leave the house to go to work, try re-directing them to complete their work in the house. 
Perhaps you could create an area of your home that resembles their work…. Laying out papers and pens on the kitchen table 
(for an office worker), 

 If you cannot meet the need, then aim to re-direct the person to another activity. It is important that you validate their 
concerns and also provide reassurance. A person will not be easily re-directed if they think they need to collect their children 
from school. In that instance, you may need to reassure the person that another family member is collecting them, someone 
that the person knows and trusts. Then consider re-direction, when the person has been comforted and is calm. 

  
Communication advice for coronavirus 
 
It may be difficult to communicate the concept of a harmful virus to a person living with dementia. They may have problems 
understanding the language used, the concept itself, or the magnitude of the message, they may also have problems retaining what 
they have been told. Please see appendices for some images that could be used to support a conversation about coronavirus. 
 
Try to keep the message simple. Perhaps it would be helpful to write out a few brief bullet points, outlining the main information: 

 There is a virus, 

 Everyone needs to stay at home to stop the spread, 

 It is important to wash your hands regularly, 

 Older people are at a greater risk, 

 People with long term health conditions are at an increased risk, 

 Be prepared to repeat the message, be calm in your response, 
Put simple messages around the home – a message about hand washing (by sinks) and not leaving the home (on the back of doors). 
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Finding a sense of purpose 

Having purpose and meaning is an important part of maintaining 
wellbeing. Feeling like we belong, having good levels of self-esteem and 
feeling like we have achieved our full potential helps us be self-fulfilled 
and promotes our psychological wellbeing. Meeting these needs 
alongside our basic physical needs optimises our overall happiness.  
 
We often feel connected and have a sense of pride when we contribute 
to our family and the world around us. When a person has dementia 
people can often end up doing for them lots of the tasks they would 
have originally done for themselves, or would have done independently. 
Although we are doing these things to keep them safe and well, it is 
important to remember that by taking on these responsibilities away we 
may be inadvertently reducing their feelings of purpose and freedom. It 
is a delicate balancing act to support someone's independence, whilst 
keeping them safe and well.  
 
Below are some suggestions of things you can do with a person living 
with dementia, or tasks you could support them with, to provide a sense 

of purpose in their day. We are aware that everyone's path through dementia is different and some of these suggestions might not 
work for you, but please feel free to adapt these to best meet your family’s needs and interests: 
 

 Asking them to teach you a game, 

 Asking them to talk you through an old photo album, 

 Supporting them to do small parts of a larger tasks e.g. stirring a bowl, 

 Asking their opinion on something of interest to them, 

 Thanking them for their input in something however small it may be. 
 

McLeod, S. A. (2020, March 20). Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Simply psychology: https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html  
https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html                                                                                                                             

https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html
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Understanding our worrying thoughts 

 

At times like this our minds can easily jump to worse case 
scenarios.  
 
When our mind does this it can cause us to feel anxious, 
afraid and worried. Although it's not easy to change our 
thoughts, sometimes thinking about things or seeing 
things from a different viewpoint can help us to feel more 
positive and in control of our situation.  
 

When we have positive emotions it boosts our problem 
solving abilities as well as our judgment, decision-making, 
and creativity. Trying to stay positive will help you and 
your family to be better at solving all the problems that 
are being thrown our way right now, such as arranging 
food deliveries and supporting our loved ones. 
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The 5-4-3-2-1 Method  

Working backward from 5, use your 

senses to list things you notice 

around you.  

 Start by listing 5 things you 

see, 

 Then four things you hear,  

 Then three things you can 

touch or feel, 

 Two things you can smell, 

 Finally, one thing you can 

taste.  

 

Make an effort to notice the little 

things you might not always pay 

attention to, such as the colour of 

the flecks in the carpet or the birds 

outside.  

Managing Distress 

These are simple stress reduction techniques that may help when you 

are coping with stressful situations.  

You can use them anywhere at any time and they are quick to do. Your 

relative may enjoy trying these exercise as well.  

When you are in a situation where you feel your frustration rising, try 

and practice the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Signal Breath  

1. Take a deep breath in, feel your chest and stomach rise,  

2. Tighten your arms and shoulders, feel the tension in 

your muscles, 

3. Now let your breath go, and say ‘calm’ to yourself,  

4. Allow your jaw, arms and shoulders to go loose and 

limp.  

Please bear in mind existing health limitations when tensing 

your muscles. 
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Comforting Touch 
 

This could be your favourite blanket, a 
much-loved T-shirt, a smooth stone, a 
soft carpet, or anything that feels good 
to touch. Think about how it feels under 
your fingers or in your hand. 
 
If you have a favourite jumper, scarf, or 
pair of socks, put them on and spend a 
moment thinking about the sensation of 
the fabric on your skin. Maybe 
something that reminds you of a loved 
one, a holiday or special occasion. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Leaving Painful Feelings Behind 

Picture yourself: 

 gathering the emotions, balling 
them up, and putting them into a 
box. 

 walking, swimming, biking, or 
jogging away from painful 
feelings. 

 imagining your thoughts as a song 
or TV show you dislike, changing 
the channel or turning down the 
volume — they’re still there, but 
you don’t have to listen to them. 

 Listening to Music 
 

Put on your favourite song, but pretend you’re listening to it for the 
first time. Focus on the melody and lyrics (if there are any). Does the 
song give you chills or create any other physical sensations? Pay 
attention to the parts that stand out most to you. 
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Create a self-soothe box  
When we are feeling very distressed it may be difficult to think rationally and this may led to self-
destructive behaviours. It can be useful to keep an emergency self-soothe box or bag that you can use when 
feeling distressed.  
 
Collect items that are meaningful to you, or you know are helpful. If you can’t put a certain item in a bag try to put 
a reminder of the item in, for example a picture of your iPod or CD player to remind yourself to listen to some 
calming music.  
 
Items that can help soothe your sense:  
 Vision: photo albums, DVD’s, books, magazines, a picture of a beautiful place, reminder of a funny video or 

TV program, a reminder to walk in the garden, guided imagery relaxation CD’s or scripts, puzzles, items from 
hobby or interest, arts and craft materials, notebook and pen.  

 Hearing: soothing music, recordings of a friends voice, reminder of a phone number to ring (either a friend 
or support line), audio books, musical instrument.  

 Smell and taste: smelling oils (e.g. Lavender), sweets or chocolate, your favourite perfume, sachet of coffee 
or a cake mix.  

 Touch: soft woolly socks, a blanket, teddy bear, comforter or special object, hand or foot lotion, massage 
oil, have a warm bubble bath, nail vanish, make-up.  

When using these items try to pay attention to your physical senses. 
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Here are some examples of activities you may 
want to try:  
 Create new things out of old, 
 Do some gardening, 
 Spring clean, 
 Bake cakes/try a new recipe, 
 Learn something new: a skill, a new 

language, 
 Read a book, do a puzzle or crossword, 
 Talk to friends and family, 
 Listen to music, 
 Look at old photos and make a photo album, 
 Listen to audiobooks/podcasts, 
 Reminisce about nice family memories, 
 DIY – do some painting or repairing,  
 Write letter to friends and family, 
 Learn a relaxation technique,  
 Learn and practice mindfulness techniques, 
 Play a board game, play a game in your 

garden, 
 Learn a new card game, 
 Plan and have a film night, 
 Star gazing. 

 

An example of a weekly planner can be found 
on page 26.  

 
 

Stick to daily routines  
 
 Have a time when you wake up 

and get washed and dressed as 
normal, 

 Try and stick to a daily activity 
timetable, 

 Try not to nap for long periods 
during the day, 

 Eat regularly and at set meal times, 
 Get exercise and fresh air- open 

windows, go into the garden, and 
do exercise videos, 

 Open the curtains and windows to 
get natural light, 

 Limit screen time.   
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Understanding the common causes of distress for someone living with dementia 

The current situation is anxiety provoking for everyone, it can be difficult to keep up with and make sense of the different 
information being given. This is likely to be even more difficult for someone with a dementia. It may be that they cannot 
remember information about coronavirus, or be able to understand why things are different at this time. This section 
explores what changes you might see, what might underlie these changes and how you can support them.  

We all have basic needs, these are things required in our daily life which contribute to our wellbeing. Common needs 
include: 

 to feel safe, 

 to feel good about ourselves, 

 to be connected with others, 

 to be free from pain, 

 to have a sense of control, 

 to have fun, interest and things to occupy ourselves.  

It may be harder when self-isolating and socially distancing to meet some of these needs. The person living with dementia 
may be picking up on the anxiety and worry of those around them, notice changes in routine or be hearing news coverage 
which is confusing.  

There might also be practical factors which make day to day life harder such as not being able to go to your usual groups, 
spending more time in the same space together, and perhaps feeling unwell yourself. This might cause an increase in 
distress for the person you support and they might not be able to express this through words, instead you may see more 
behaviours you find difficult to manage as well as new behaviours.  
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The table below explores this further: 

Changes you may 
see 

What need underlies 
this? 

What might help? 

Restlessness 

Following you 
around  

Trying to leave the 
house 

 

Boredom/lack of 
stimulation – 
Understandably it may be 
harder to fill your time at 
present, people naturally 
want to be occupied, but 
it may be hard for the 
person living with 
dementia to initiate tasks 
and stay with them 
without prompting and 
assistance. 

Planning a routine for the day – break it up into chunks of time 30 minutes long. You don’t 
need to account for every minute but having some plans gives some interest and variety.  

Make a list of things you can do both inside the house and in your garden/balcony if you have 
one. Are there any jobs you’ve not had time to do? 

This might be the time to try something new together.  

See ideas in this resource pack on pages 12 and 26.  

 

Changes in 
mobility  

Grimacing, a look 
of pain or 
discomfort on 
their face 

Sleeping or eating 
poorly 

Looking tense 

Being terse or 
more disagreeable   

Pain – Being in pain or 
discomfort can be really 
difficult to deal with and 
you may not feel able to 
focus on anything else.  

Use of prescribed and safe medication. 

Trying to mobilise a small amount to prevent stiffness.  

Use walking aids.  

Sit and sleep in a comfortable and supported position.  

If concerned, contact the GP for advice.  

Distraction from low level pain using some activities described in this resource pack.  
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Asking about 
different people or 
groups you usually 
go to  

Seeking you out 
more than usual  

Need for social contact – 
self isolating reduces your 
opportunities to spend 
time with others which is 
so important for our 
wellbeing.  

Call friends and family, and if you can, use video call. 

Look through photos or watch home videos– remember the nice things you have done with 
others. 

Listen to the radio – hearing another voice might help you feel more connected to others. 

Call a telephone support line, see page 15 for further details. 

Make plans of things you would like to do when this is over.  

Appear worried or 
anxious 

Be expressing a lot 
of concerns or 
becoming more 
repetitive in their 
questioning.  

Wanting to be 
near you more 
than usual.  

Hiding away. 

Denying or 
ignoring current 
guidelines 

 

 

 

 

Need to feel safe – 
changes in routine, 
concerns about this 
pandemic and not having 
access to your usual 
support may leave you 
feeling worried and upset 
about yours and others 
health and what might 
happen in the future.  

Acknowledge how the person is feeling, this is a normal response to an abnormal situation.  

Give reassurance that you are doing all you can to look after yourself and them.  

Make use of comforting and familiar items such as photos, music, and remember your 
presence might be reassuring in itself.  

Where possible do something fun, it is hard to feel worried and be smiling or laughing. 
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Resisting your 
suggestions and 
help  

Trying to do more 
for themselves  

Wanting to do 
what they 
normally would 
e.g. go out for a 
walk, go to the 
shops 

Making more 
requests or 
demands e.g. I 
want to do this.  

 

Need for control – we all 
want to be able to make 
decisions about our own 
lives, currently some big 
decisions are being made 
for us in terms of advice to 
stay at home where 
possible. In times of 
uncertainty it can be 
helpful to focus on what 
we can still influence and 
control, otherwise you can 
become overwhelmed. 
This might mean you feel 
you are at odds with each 
other if you have 
contrasting wishes.   

Give the person choice, for example about meal options, or when they do certain activities.  

Ask them to do something to help you such as a house task.  

Where safe, respect their ‘no’. You can always try again later.  

Focus on what you can control for yourself.  
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Extras: Resources and sources of information  

Telephone 
Support 
Services  

Samaritans: 24 hour emotional support, for any problem big or small: Telephone: 116 123,  Website: 
www.uk-sobs.org.uk 
 
The Silver Line: helpline for older people: Telephone: 08083288888, Website: www.silverline.org.uk 
 
Anxiety UK: offers advice and support for people living with anxiety through online messaging, 
Telephone and texting support. Website: Anxietyuk.org.uk: Texting support 07537416905, Information 
line: 03444775774 
 
No Panic: offers support via online resources; relaxation techniques, psychological education, support 
links and a mobile phone app that you can download. Support line 08449674848 (note that you may 
be charged service charges for this phone call). 
 
Age Cymru: a regular phone call for older people. Telephone: 0800 0223444. Website: 
www.ageuk.org.uk 

Local 
Support 
Services  

Cardiff and Vale Memory Team: 02920 716971, if there is no answer please leave a message and 
someone will get back to you.  
 
Alzheimer’s Society: offers advice and help for people with any form of dementia, their carers and 
others, including health care professionals. Telephone: 02920 480593. Phone support for people 
affected by dementia: 0333 150 3456. 
 

http://www.uk-sobs.org.uk/
http://www.silverline.org.uk/
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Solace: information and emotional support for carers and relatives of people living with dementia; 
telephone counselling, drop-in facility and regular support groups. Telephone: 02920 529848. 
 
Cardiff Community Hub: practical advice for example food delivery. Telephone: 02920 871071 
 
Bereavement: Cruse: one to one bereavement counselling and bereavement support groups. 
Telephone: 02920 226166 

National 
Health 
Service 

NHS choice: your health your choices. Provides information about conditions, treatments, local 
services and healthy lives. www.nhs.uk 
 
NHS direct wales: Health information and advice line for all general health enquiries: Telephone: 
08454647 
 
Call 111 when you need medical help fast but it is not an emergency  
Call 999 in an emergency 
 

Apps 
(Phones, 
iPads, 
tablets 
etc.) 

Insight timer: offers mindfulness and relaxation exercises 
 
Calm: includes breathing exercises, sleep stories, meditation, relaxation music and more 
 
Mindfulness finding peace in a frantic world: offers daily mindfulness activities, reminders and tips 
and information about mindfulness.  

http://www.nhs.uk/
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Online 
Resources 

Mind: offers information and guidance about mental health problems and how to look after you 
wellbeing: Https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/coronavirus-and-your-wellbeing/ 
 
Centre for Clinical Intervention: offers resources and worksheets for looking after yourself and you 
mental health Https://www.cci.health.wa.gov.au/Resources/looking-After-Yourself 
 
Get Self Help Resources: self help resources to help ypu to look after you mental health and wellbeing: 
https://www.getselfhelp.co.uk 
 
Mencap: easy read information about coronavirus. https://www.mencap.org.uk/advice-and-
support/health/coronavirus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/coronavirus-and-your-wellbeing/
https://www.cci.health.wa.gov.au/Resources/looking-After-Yourself
https://www.mencap.org.uk/advice-and-support/health/coronavirus
https://www.mencap.org.uk/advice-and-support/health/coronavirus
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Additional Resources and Print Outs 
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   Adapted from Alzheimer’s society 

 

Encouraging someone to wash their hands: tips for carers 

 Try giving gentle reminders about washing. 

 Try putting the poster provided near sinks in your home. 

 Think about the timing of your request, or the way you phrase 

it. A person may adamantly refuse to wash when you suggest 

they should but may decide to wash themselves later in the day 

- try to be flexible. 

 You may find it easier to reason with the person that they 

should wash if they have just arrived home or if they are about 

to eat a meal. 

 Think about washing your own hands at the same time in order 

to prompt the other person to do so. 

 Make sure you have soap readily available that they are familiar 

with using. 
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Remember to wash your hands 

 

Remember to wash your hands after coughing or sneezing, before eating any food and when returning home 

https://www.foodsafety.com.au/hubfs/marketing_resources/posters/washing_hands/washing-hands-poster-A4.pdf 

https://www.foodsafety.com.au/hubfs/marketing_resources/posters/washing_hands/washing-hands-poster-A4.pdf
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Positive Practical Actions to Take: A Checklist  

Food: Arrange a way to get food delivered. Supermarkets, friends and family, carers etc.  

Cleaning: Make sure you have basic cleaning supplies or arrange to get some.  

Money: Budget for any new expenses. 
 
 

 

Work: Working from home if applicable, Find out your rights to payment or benefits.  

Medication: Check you have enough medication, find out how to get more.  

Health: Find out if you can you reorganise any planned therapy or treatment.  

Connectivity: Update your address book with people want to contact regularly, including emails.  

Routine: Create a routine or timetable for yourself, or a household schedule. Agree how the household will 
run with everyone at home all day. 

 

Exercise: Find some physical activity you can do inside your home, such as going up and down the stairs, tai 
chi, or exercises you can do in your chair. Etc. online exercise resources 

 

Nature: Think about how you could access nature. Get some seeds and planting equipment, houseplants or 
living herbs. 
 

 

Entertainment: Think about meaningful things to do, books to read or TV shows to watch.  

Relaxation: Get materials so you can do something creative, such as paper and colouring pencils, jigsaws 
etc. 

 

Adapted From Mind 
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Mood Diary  

Day and time  Mood/ emotion  
Rate intensity of emotion 0-100% 

Comments 
Example: what was happening, where, who with?  

What went through your mind (thoughts, 
images)? 

What were you doing just before and/or after 
you felt this way?  

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

www.getselfhelp.co.uk                                             Carol Vivyan 2010. Permission to use for therapy purposes.                                                        www.get.gg  

 

 

http://www.getselfhelp.co.uk/
http://www.get.gg/
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Gratitude Journal 

Keeping a journal of things you are grateful for has been shown to have a powerful effect on mental wellbeing. Among 

other benefits, journaling about gratitude reduces stress, increases happiness, and improves self-esteem.                     

Introduction: two times a week, write a detailed entry about one thing you are grateful for. This could be a person, a job, a 

good meal, or anything that comes to mind.  

Journal tips 

Don’t rush to write down the first thing that comes to your mind. Take time to truly think about what you are grateful for. 

Expect each entry to take between 10-20 minutes. Writing about the people who you are grateful for tends to be more 

powerful than writing about things.  

Explain, in detail, why you are grateful for a friend who is nice, describe what they did that is nice, and why that makes you 

grateful. Aim for two solid entries each week. Keep your journal somewhere you will see it, and plan when you can write. 

Set an alarm on your phone if you might forget.  

Journal prompts                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Note: the use of prompts is optional. Feel free to write about anything that you feel grateful for.  

Someone whose company I enjoy 
The best part about today 
A reason to be excited for the future 
A valuable lesson I learned 
Someone who I admire 
Something beautiful I saw  

A fun experience I had 
An act of kindness I witnessed or received  
Someone I can always rely on 
Something I can be proud of 
An unexpected good thing that happened 
An experience I feel lucky to have had 
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Daily Planner: Here you can plan activities for you week 

List your activity (including rest periods, daily chores, watching TV and so on) 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Morning        

Afternoon        

Evening         
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Sleep Hygiene 

 Set a schedule: Establish a regular sleep schedule every day of the week. Don’t sleep 

in more than an hour, even on your days off.  

 Don’t force yourself to sleep: If you haven’t fallen asleep after 20 minutes, get up and 

do something calming. Read a book, draw, or write in a journal. Avoid computer, TV, and 

phone screens, or anything else that is stimulating and could lead to becoming more awake.  

 Avoid Caffeine, alcohol, and nicotine: Consuming caffeine, alcohol, and nicotine can affect your 

ability to fall asleep and the quality of your sleep, even if they are used earlier in the day. Remember, 

caffeine can stay in your body for up to 12 hours, and even decaf coffee has some caffeine! 

 Avoid napping: Napping during the day will make sleep more difficult at night. Naps that are over an 

hour long, or those that are later in the day, are especially harmful to sleep hygiene.  

 Use your bed only for sleep: If your body learns to associate bed with sleep, you’ll start to feel tired 

as soon as you lie down. Using your phone, watching TV, or doing other waking activities in bed can 

have the opposite effect, causing you to become more alert.  

 Exercise and eat well: A healthy diet and exercise lead to better sleep. However, avoid strenuous 

exercise big meals for 2 hours before bed.  

 Sleep in a comfortable environment: It is important to sleep in areas that’s adequately quiet, 

comfortable, and dark. Try using an eye mask, ear plugs, fans, or white noise if necessary.  
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Step-by-step guide: how to video call your family  

How to video call from your phone/tablet:  

 If you have an iPhone, android phone or iPad there are plenty of free apps you can use to make video calls including 

Facebook messenger, skype, WhatsApp and facetime (for iPhones).  

 

 To video call someone using an app they will have to install the app too.  

 Install the apps onto your device.  

 Open play store on android phones/tablets or the app store on iPhone/iPads.  

 Type the app you want to get into the search bar.  

 Click install and type in your password.  

 

 Once installed open the app.  

 Enable microphone and camera when using the app,  

 either through the app or in phone settings, 

 When you can to make a call. 

 Click the telephone icon with a plus sign.  

 Make sure you have your friend’s numbers as contacts on your mobile phone (for 

WhatsApp and FaceTime) or have their user name for certain applications (e.g. skype, 

Facebook messenger).  

 Find the person you want to video call and tap the camera icon by their name.  

 To end the call click the red phone icon.  
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Making a skype call from your computer 

You will need a microphone or webcam. Most computers have these already installed but you can also buy them online 

and have them delivered.  

Ask your friends or relative to send you an invite to a skype call. They can do this by email or text message. To send an 

invite from a desk top computer you relative or friend will need to open Skype on their device:  

Click meet now > click start call > click share call link > copy the link and send via email.  

 Once you receive the invite link via email. 

Click the link > click join as guest > enter your name > click join to start the call.  

 

For more information go to https://www.BBC.com/news/technology-51968122 for a step by step video guide for 

making video calls. 

 

http://www.bbc.com/

